LOVE KNOWS

LOVE IS TRUE.
All else is lies,
We tell ourselves,
With lowered eyes.

LOVE IS SILENT.
A whisper of love,
Is heard above,
The loudest noise.

LOVE WAKES.
It raises up,
The broken heart,
By healing all that’s hurt.

LOVE COMPLETES.
Overflowing edges,
It silences our critic,
And satisfies the thirst.

LOVE IS HONEST.
It defies reason,
Hushes old excuses,
And stands shining at us all.

LOVE WAITS.
Love waits on time,
For a moment of ripeness,
And blooms.

LOVE IS KIND.
Its caring reaches,
Past our faults,
And embraces it all.

LOVE IS PATIENT.
It will find a way,
Through all of time,
However long that takes.

LOVE’S RELEASE.
Opening the heart,
Completely undone,
Our fragrance is freed.

LOVE IS UNCONDITIONAL,
And has no conditions.
It accepts,
The exceptions.

LOVE KNOWS.
To be known,
Is a wish,
The heart makes.

Love Knows.
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